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THIS WEEK'S THEATRICAL LETTER
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,11Some of Emma Trentini's "Peasant Girls."

New York, May 24. There's a
!whole bunch of blase Broadwaytyesr
who've got the "back to the. soil",
craze and it isn't because summer
is at hand.

No," the fact of the matter is that
most of them have seen the new mu-
sical show, "The Peasant Girl," not
once but -- several times. And each
time they see it the better the "back
to the soil" idea sounds to them for
the pleasant "peasant girls" that
make-u- Ihe chorus of tne new show
are about the prettiest and "easiest
to look at" lot of girls that ever
fought .for the best dressing room.

In some mysterious manner they
were overlooked by the critical eye
of Ziegfeld, Jr., and therefore double
credit is due the chap who put the
girls in "The Peasant Girl" cast, and
Broadway is quite ready to give it to
him.

Against this background of beauty
Emma Trentini, as fascinating as

ver,-i- featured, and Oskar Nedbal'si
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' music gives her ample opportunitiy
to" carry off- honors. Her voice is as
wonderful as ever and if anything
this fetching and tantalizing prima
donna is more alluring than ever.

Clifton Crawford also is in the cast
and, of course, there are others, but,
honest, it doesn't really matter much
for after the or rather THAT cho-
rus makes its entrance everyone
would be perfectly willing to go right
"back to the soil" providing there
would be lots of "Peasant Girls" there
too.
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The maharajah of Kapurltrala, In-

dia, is doing New York city to the
queen's taste. He has with him a
wife owning $8,000,000 worth of
diamonds and left at home wives to
burn. Just think of doing little old
N. Y. with all those diamonds to
pawn, if needs be!
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O! O!! O.!!! Pity for that Rome ed-

itor who was so that his
own staff-maule- d him and resigned!


